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1 Quantum heat engines - Quantum efficiency

2 Quantum refrigerators - Engineered quantum reservoirs

3 Single particle engines - Ion and optomechanical sphere

4 When is a quantum heat engine quantum?
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1 Optomechanical heat engine
Efficiency at maximum power
Optimal protocols

2 Single ion heat engine
Experimental set-up
Measured performance



Optomechanical systems

Aspelmeyer, Kippenberg and Marquardt RMP 2014

interaction between electromagnetic radiation and
nanomechanical oscillator



Optomechanical systems

Suspended oscillator:

Levitated oscillator:

less dissipation



All-optical heat engine

Nanoparticle in harmonic trap inside optical cavity (Vienna)

Kiesel et al. PNAS 2013

can be operated in overdamped and underdamped regime
can in principle be cooled to the ground state
can realize large temperature difference
allows fast change in temperature and trapping potential

necessary for optimization



All-optical heat engine

Heat bath = Rest gas + (sideband) cooling laser

Motion described by Langevin equation:

ẍ + (�th + �opt)ẋ + ⌦2
x = Fth/m

Effective temperature: Teff = T�th/� < T � = �th + �opt

Control parameters: spring constant � = ⌦2 and Teff

Experimental: occupation N

c

and detuning �
c

of cooling laser



Heat and work

Thermodynamics:
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Stochastic thermodynamics:
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defined along single trajectories x(t)

Seifert Rep. Progr. Phys. 2012



Power optimization

Averaged Langevin equation in terms of variance �
x

and �
v

:
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coupled equations

Average heat: hQi =
R

t

0 dt
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Average power: P = hQihot+hQicold
⌧hot+⌧cold

Optimize power P with respect to times ⌧hot, ⌧cold by solving
Euler-Lagrange equations

set of coupled, nonlinear differential equations with periodic
boundary conditions (engine cycle)

very hard, even numerically



Systematic optimization scheme

Start with simple trial protocol

subdivide each interval in two parts

optimize parameters �
n

and ⌧
n

numerically

exact protocol in the limit n to infinity



Optimization results

Power: Efficiency at maximum power:

power and efficiency enhanced significantly

efficiency at maximum power = Curzon-Ahlborn



Optimal protocols

jumps occur: are necessary to reach maximum power
(are absent in linear response regime)

Experimental signature: efficiency increased by fast
variations of the frequency
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Ion traps

Linear Paul trap: Paul 1953 (Nobel 1989)

excellent preparation, detection and control
can be cooled to the ground state
allow for reservoir engineering
have been used so far for quantum computing

Leibfried, Blatt, Monroe and Wineland RMP 2003



Implementation in an ion trap

Usual Paul trap:

Conical Paul trap:

! = !(z)



Experimental set-up

Reservoir engineering:

• Cold reservoir: laser (Doppler) cooling (always on)

• Hot reservoir: electrode noise (switched on/off)



Thermodynamic cycle

produced work = area



Work storage in axial mode

Engine cycle in radial direction - energy stored in axial direction:

damped with dissipative laser: stationary state



Power (⇠ 10�22 J/s)

1. work over cycle time

2. steady state power of driven-damped oscillator (P = �m!2
z

A

2
z

)

3. mechanical power exerted on ion (P = 9.1 ⇥ 10�20�T

2)

(power-to-mass ratio of 1.5kW/kg)



Efficiency (⇠ 0.3%)

1. work over heat in TS diagram

2. analytical formula (⌘ = 0.041 ⇥�T )

can be increased with larger angle (new trap exists)



In the lab (Mainz)

Roßnagel et al. arXiv: 1510.03681
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